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Hi there!
My name is Ferran.
I love to have fun 
making people have fun.
This is the stuff me and James have 
done for our Community Project.
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Specifying the brief



Timetable for the team:                     For the rest of this pdf all work done by FERRAN & JAMES shall be seperated by colour code at the bottom.



Contextual research: other existing installations                      Done by JAMES



Primary research: Testing gamification theories on location                 Done by FERRAN



Information of railway crossing users, based off of Gamification theories                    Done by FERRAN



Exchanging ideas in a coffee shop                                   



Final ideas                                 Done by FERRAN & JAMES

We collated all our 
research and ideas into 
just two final concepts: 
‘Where else would you 
rather be?’ and ‘Spreading 
the word about the bridge 
getting built’.

We were both leaning 
toward doing the second 
idea, but the first was 
more realistic for us to 
achieve within the time 
constraints of the brief in 
terms of resources and 
funding of materials.



Making measurements & buying materials                           Done by JAMES



Building the structure - watch the video to this on: http://youtu.be/DUiEszarpfs                Done by JAMES

http://youtu.be/DUiEszarpfs
http://youtu.be/DUiEszarpfs	
http://youtu.be/DUiEszarpfs	


The making process                                 Done by JAMES



Laser cutting the title and the finished product                          Done by JAMES



Researching the developer tools for the installation                                                  Done by FERRAN



Writing the processing program: mailkinect                        Done by FERRAN



Writing the processing program: mailkinect + Auth                            Done by FERRAN



Writing the processing program: MailStuff                              Done by FERRAN



Testing ‘what if you were in...’ with live audience & the petrol generator - watch the video to this on: http://youtu.be/MpoPrXwRH-Y

http://youtu.be/MpoPrXwRH-Y
http://youtu.be/MpoPrXwRH-Y


Developing the graphic design                              Done by FERRAN & JAMES



Graphic design                               Done by FERRAN & JAMES

Due to the installation 
being operated via email, 
we made the interface 
similar to that of gmail/
hotmail - so that it would 
be more intuitive to users 
to understand how to use 
‘what if you were in...’.



Interaction Design                        Done by FERRAN & JAMES



A Skype meeting during reading week to catch up before exhibition on the 10/1/14



Exhibiting at location, watch video here: http://youtu.be/Swuka5XJRcw

http://youtu.be/Swuka5XJRcw
http://youtu.be/Swuka5XJRcw


Interviewed by Lincolnshire Echo: http://www.lincolnshireecho.co.uk/Wish-away-Lincoln-train-barriers-interactive/story-20427468-detail/story.html

http://www.lincolnshireecho.co.uk/Wish-away-Lincoln-train-barriers-interactive/story-20427468-detail/story.html
http://www.lincolnshireecho.co.uk/Wish-away-Lincoln-train-barriers-interactive/story-20427468-detail/story.html
http://www.lincolnshireecho.co.uk/Wish-away-Lincoln-train-barriers-interactive/story-20427468-detail/story.html


Article by the UOL: http://lincolnschoolofartanddesign.blogspot.co.uk/2014/01/wish-yourself-away.html

http://lincolnschoolofartanddesign.blogspot.co.uk/2014/01/wish-yourself-away.html
http://lincolnschoolofartanddesign.blogspot.co.uk/2014/01/wish-yourself-away.html
http://lincolnschoolofartanddesign.blogspot.co.uk/2014/01/wish-yourself-away.html


Ferran’s conclusion of the event                           Done by FERRAN

After exhibiting ‘What if you were in...’ during a few hours in the railway crossing in front of the University of Lincoln, 
some conclusions can be done. The first of them, and maybe the most important one, is that after several weeks of 
working hard, in a serious, constant and meticulous way, things will always be alright.

Me and James have had the pleasure and the luck to meet each other and have the chance to work together in 
this project. In my opinion, we have become a great team and the process has been the easiest it could be, a total 
pleasure. We have done our best to achieve the most in all the aspects related to our project, trying not to leave 
anything without a meaning.

During the exhibition, some technical problems occured. Basically, it turned out that the Kinect Sensor doesn’t 
work well outdoors when there’s intense sun light (which shouldn’t be like this as it’s supposed to be an infrared-
based device). Besides this, which has given us the chance to know this device’s limitations, the experience has 
been a total success in my opinion. People got interested by our proposal both for the interactive content and the 
structure, and lots of them had a memorable experience when they were stuck at the railway crossing by looking 
at and interacting with the installation. Furthermore, me and James had the pleasure to be interviewed by The 
Lincolnshire Echo, a proof that our project has successfuly grown up and become a reality.

Because of all this, I’m confident and proud about what me and James have achieved with our ‘What if you were 
in...’ project. The final result, the amount of things we’ve learnt and specially the fun we’ve had during the process 
are worth the great amount of hours we have invested (the word ‘spent’ wouldn’t be the correct here) working on it.



James’s conclusion of the event                                 Done by JAMES

Today was hectic from the minute we started setting up all of the components for the ‘what if you were in...’ 
installation at the rail crossing. We had more problems than anticipated setting up the equipment (most if it 
concerning the start up of the diesel generator - in which we had to get a technician sent out to us to fix the 
problem), which led to us starting up later than we had originally planned.

But once we got the installation running, it worked well - with lots of people taking an interest. Even the 
Lincolnshire Echo, the local news paper came out of the building to find out what we were doing and interviewed 
us, which I believe just goes to show how the community responded to us so positively! I think the best part of it 
all was seeing people respond to our creation right infront of us. At one point a child sat on his fathers shoulders 
started playing  with the installation by waving his arms in the air, which was great!

Ferran and I are so happy we committed to exhibiting this and stuck it out, at some points we were worried if it 
was going to work or not, due to the kinect having issues operating correctly in the sun light. As a sensor, it is clear 
that the kinect has great limitations when being used outside. If we were to work on this again, we would have to 
research other possible cameras/sensors to make this installation work more efficiently. In any event, as the day 
went on and the technology worked better and it turned out to be a great success!



What it should have been: with no restrictions of time, resources and money - Option A: Total freedom    Done by FERRAN & JAMES

Option A: Total Freedom

This ideal improvement would, first of all, delete the set of default options in order to provide a total 
freedom of choice. Users would see images live through a webcam or through available videos (in the 
case of fiction like a movie). 

The installation wouldn’t be limitated to emailing. Other technologies would be used, such as facebook, 
twitter, whatsapp, sms, google+ and even a voice recognition system.

In addition, the whole structure of the installation wouldn’t be restricted to a classic 16:9 TV screen.
(here we add the image of the ideal structure)

Why would this option be great?

It would provide users a great level of freedom in two aspects: freedom of choice and freedom in terms 
of the way to interact. Therefore, the experience would always be more personalized. Moreover, the 
graphics on the screen related to the ‘list of choices’ would become useless, so they would disappear, 
making the screen cleaner.

Why its development is too complex?

Giving a freedom of choice implies having to care about possible ‘bad attitudes’ from users (such as 
consciently asking for rude images). Therefore, a really stable and robust security system shoud be 
designed and developed. It will be intelligent enough to find correct images on the net, not just images 
with ‘tags’ or ‘keywords’ related to users queries, to avoid showing images that don’t fit their choices.



What it should have been: with no restrictions of time, resources and money - Option B: Playful interactivity       Done by FERRAN & JAMES

-High level of 
interactivity

-Game-like and 
interactivity, playful 
arenas

-Limited set of options

Super Mario Bros: play the game 
being the main character or, worst 
case scenario, interact with the scene 
as if user was Super Mario.

This ideal improvement would make scenarios interactive in a playful way. In this case, users wouldn’t only be able to 
decide where they would like to be but also would be able to interact with that place. Given the set of options used in the 
real exhibition, some interactions could be:

Van Gogh’s painting: modify the 
painting itself by applying own 
drawns or, alternatively, interact with 
the scenario as if users were part of 
the painting.

Hell: fight with the devil.

Option B: Playful 
interactivity



What it could of been: other ideas we could have gone for                   Done by FERRAN & JAMES

WHAT IT COULD HAVE BEEN - ALTERNATIVE IDEA

-GREAT idea
-Too complex development: more resources and technical help needed
-Not chosen due to the need to be realistic within the brief context

At a first stage of this projects, two great ideas were defined above all the others: ‘What if you were 
in...’ (the one that finally was developed) and a second one. This second idea, although it was at least 
as attractive and powerful as the developed one, was discarded due to the complex development it 
required.

Before explaining this idea, therefore, it needs to be clear that the one and only reason why it wasn’t 
developed was because the development was too complex and expensive in relation to the context of 
this brief. It is, then, an idea to definitely keep in mind. This alternative idea was based on the making of 
a ‘bridge’ made of LEDs that crossed the railway. The LEDs were turned off, but as users tweeted using a 
certain hashtag, they would start turning on.
(add the drawing in the sketchbook here!)

A couple of facts made this idea very powerful:

-It was related to a real cause: it was meaningful in terms of reality. It would help people to protest in 
order to get the bridge built as soon as possible. An implicit message would be behind the installation: 
‘People in Lincoln can build a bridge in few hours while the council needs years to do it’.
- As it would be exhibited during the Christmas period, the fact that it had to be made of LEDs would 
make it smooth enough to merge with the whole decoration in the city. 



End                          More backup work available on my blog: http://www.ferranaltarriba.wordpress.com

http://www.jamesmillerportfolio.co.uk/category/interactive-design-degree/3rd-year/interactive-design-3-3rd-year/
http://www.jamesmillerportfolio.co.uk/category/interactive-design-degree/3rd-year/interactive-design-3-3rd-year/

